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“To prosper over time, every
company must not only deliver
financial performance, but also
show how it makes a positive
contribution to society…
Society is demanding that
companies, both public and
private, serve a social purpose.”
 arry Fink, CEO BlackRock, Annual Letter to CEOs
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About the Social Purpose
Institute at United Way
The Social Purpose Institute (SPI) at United Way exists to grow
business for good, partnering with companies and collaborating
with governments, allied organizations, and others to grow the
Social Purpose Business movement. We achieve this in several
ways. We help businesses define and implement their social
purpose to drive both business growth and societal good. We
champion a purpose-led economy, accelerating the new business
ethic to create long-term well-being for all. We are thought
leaders, creating and curating insights and knowledge to define
the transition pathway to the purpose-led economy. We convene
the social purpose ecosystem – the partners and actors needed to
bring social purpose to life in communities across Canada.
Together, we build a better world through business. For more
information, visit us at www.socialpurpose.ca.
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Business Case
for Becoming a
Social Purpose
Business
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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SOCIAL PURPOSE BUSINESS CASE
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
There is a strong business case for having a social purpose. Evidence is mounting that businesses that stand
for solving societal challenges are performing well – in terms of market growth, competitive advantage,
meeting changing customer needs and energizing their employees.
The research on the social purpose business case shows there are six main business benefits for pursuing a
Social Purpose Business model.

SIX MAIN BUSINESS BENEFITS OF SOCIAL PURPOSE
CUSTOMER COMMITMENT

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Attract and Retain Customers and Build
Customer Brand Advocacy

Recruit, Retain and Motivate Employees
and Build Employee Brand Advocacy

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONSHIPS

SOCIAL CAPITAL

Strengthen Third-Party
Relationships and Enable Collaboration

Strengthen Operating Context and
Increase Trust

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

INNOVATION GENERATION

Enhance Financial Performance; Increase
Access to Capital and Manage Risk

Increase Innovation; Enable Business
Transformation and Enhance Resiliency

This report compiles the research and evidence – and hypotheses where no research yet exists – underlying
these six main benefits. It also includes a workbook component that allows you to make notes throughout
the document to compile a set of business benefits most relevant to your company and leaders.
The material in this report was pulled from over 80 sources around the world. The content is thus not
original. Source documents are noted throughout.

SOCIALPURPOSE.CA
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SIX MAIN BUSINESS BENEFITS OF SOCIAL PURPOSE

CUSTOMER
COMMITMENT
Social Purpose Companies Attract
and Retain Customers and Build
Customer Brand Advocacy



87 percent of global consumers will buy brands that support a cause they care
about and 76 percent refuse to buy a brand if it doesn’t, while over 71 percent
of global consumers would recommend a company with a purpose over one
without and this number is rising.



Nearly 70 percent of Canadian consumers believe companies should show
how their products and services make the world better.



70 percent of North American organizations take social and environmental
factors into account in their procurement, driving demand for suppliers to
demonstrate their beneficial social impact.



77 percent of all brands could disappear, and consumers wouldn’t care.



Organizations in which employees are motivated by their company’s social
purpose are nine times more likely to have higher customer satisfaction.



60 percent of millennials want to work for companies with a ‘purpose’; a sense
of purpose and impact on society is the second top criteria for young people
when considering job opportunities (40.6 percent versus 49.3 percent for salary
and financial compensation); employers lacking a social purpose could limit their
recruitment base to about 50 percent of the future workforce.



Purpose drives engagement: purpose-driven workers have 20 percent longer
expected tenures, are 50 percent more likely to be in leadership positions,
47 percent more likely to be promoters of their employers and have 64 percent
higher levels of fulfillment in their work; employees with a shared sense of
purpose with the company are willing to give more discretionary effort.



Employees of social purpose companies are considerably more likely to
recommend the company’s products and services to others (87 percent versus 66
percent), an impact of 21 percent; they are also more likely to recommend their
company as an employer (82 percent versus 57 percent), an impact of 25 percent.



Businesses that demonstrate social purpose build trust, reputation and loyalty with
their stakeholders, opening up opportunities for new and deeper partnerships.



Suppliers are attracted to partner with social purpose businesses because it
inspires their employees and improves their business.



Opportunities to grow the business, generate new market insights and open
consumer engagement channels can be found by working in partnership with
governments, industry and civil society.



As many societal challenges will require government, business and civil society
collaboration to address, businesses which adopt and pursue a social purpose
are better positioned to address the coming disruptions.



Stakeholder-oriented companies experience four times the growth in sales.

EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT
Social Purpose Companies
Recruit, Retain and Motivate
Employees and Build Employee
Brand Advocacy

STAKEHOLDER
RELATIONSHIPS
Strengthen Third-Party
Relationships and Enable
Collaboration

SOCIALPURPOSE.CA
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FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE
Enhance Financial Performance,
Increase Access to Capital and
Manage Risk
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No company exists in isolation – each operates in an ecosystem where local
conditions affect its markets and the productivity of its suppliers and distributors.
When its community is healthy, business has a stronger base of customers
to draw upon. Communities with strong social bonds are healthier and more
resilient, and their members are better able to work together to solve problems.



Social capital (the networks of relationships among people and organizations)
contributes to economic growth and poverty reduction.



Most Canadians (73 percent) agree that “A company can take specific actions
that both increase profits and improve the economic and social conditions
in the community where it operates”.



89 percent of Canadian consumers believe business needs to place equal
weight on society’s interests as on business’ interests, while less than a
quarter believe business is performing well in addressing societal issues.
This performance gap is likely to drive disillusionment, disengagement and
distrust from Canadian consumers.



Consumers of trusted companies buy their products and services (80 percent);
recommend them to friends (68 percent); pay more for their products and
services (54 percent); share positive opinions about the company online (48
percent); defend the company (40 percent); and buy its shares (28 percent).
Distrusted companies realize the opposite results.



Companies that operate with a social purpose, outperformed the S&P 500
by a factor of 10 between 1996 and 2001; purposeful businesses outperformed
other companies by 134 percent in the stock market in 2019.



58 percent of companies with a social purpose experienced growth of
10 percent or more versus 42 percent of companies not prioritizing purpose.



Brands with a high sense of purpose grew by over 175 percent on average over
twelve years compared to the median growth rate of companies at 86 percent,
comparatively, brands with a low or no sense of purpose had a growth rate of
70 percent.



A strong and well communicated social purpose can impact financial
performance by up to 17 percent.



Canadian millennials will inherit $750 billion over the next decade and are more
than twice as likely as baby boomers to be interested in social investing. By 2017
Canada had $14.75 billion in high-impact investments, reflecting a growth rate
of 81 percent over two years. Social purpose companies looking to grow are
positioned to attract this social purpose capital.



A social purpose lens on business can help it spot unexpected opportunities
and anticipate societal issues that will affect its future performance, such as skills
shortages, population aging and changing customer preferences. By addressing
societal issues early, businesses can improve their resilience, capitalize on
opportunities, and reduce future costs.



Having employee and stakeholder buy-in makes a social purpose company
fundamentally more agile, able to respond quickly and effectively when
opportunities arise or danger threatens.

SOCIAL CAPITAL
Strengthen Operating
Context and Increase Trust
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GENERATION
Increase Innovation, Enable
Business Transformation and
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Society’s needs are “innovation hot spots”. Societal trends can provide
opportunities for social purpose companies to meet unmet needs. Social
purpose businesses that develop innovative solutions have an opportunity
to grow their business in export markets.



Executives who treat purpose as a core driver of strategy and decision-making
report greater ability to drive successful innovation and transformational change
and deliver consistent revenue growth: at 53 percent compared with 19 percent
of the companies who have not thought about it at all.



75 percent of executives of social purpose companies report that it gives their
company the agility to innovate in times of disruption and the ability to drive
transformational change.



73 percent of executives agree that a social purpose helps their company
navigate today’s turbulent environment.



Social purpose is a response to societal pressures on business to transform,
and equally a successful strategy to help business manage transformation.



A social purpose business is more resilient in tough times, and more able to
hold onto its customers, employees and shareholders during transitions.



Having a purpose enhances employee decision-making, improves creativity
and problem-solving, promotes resilience and reduces employee stress.

To share this short summary of highlights
with colleagues and others, download the
Social Purpose Business Case.pdf

SOCIALPURPOSE.CA

Social Purpose
Business Case
and Workbook
BY FUTURE-PROOFING OUR COMMUNITIES
WE ARE FUTURE-PROOFING OUR BUSINESS
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INTRODUCTION
Expectations of business and its role in society are changing. As society faces challenges including
rising inequality, pandemics, recognition of systemic racism, accelerating climate change and
resource scarcity, stakeholders increasingly look to business to play a stronger role. There are
growing demands from a new generation of employees for meaningful work and declining levels of
trust in companies and their leaders. These changes are generating a debate about the role business
can or should play in society.
Having a social purpose can help companies navigate through marketplace changes and thrive in a
disruptive era. To foster success during these uncertain times, businesses can advance beyond ‘do
less harm’ approaches to work for the public good, becoming a generative force for positive change.
To achieve inclusive prosperity and succeed into the future, companies will need to re-engineer
their operating models, reinvent their strategies, and engage in disruptive innovation to future-proof
their business. A social purpose can help companies address these new challenges and transform
their organizations.

“It is a paradox that the most profitable companies are not the
most profit-focused.”
– The Financial Times, Simon Caulkin, 2016

There is a strong business case for having a social purpose. Evidence is mounting that businesses
that stand for solving societal challenges are performing well – in terms of market growth, meeting
changing customer needs and getting the most out of their employees. Results are demonstrating
that being a purpose-driven business leads to commercial success.2
Social purpose brings greater strategic focus and is proving to be a guiding force for corporate
transformation and long-term value creation. In short, having a social purpose ignites prosperity
and growth.3
“In an interdependent world of border-crossing and boundary-spanning, leaders must position their
organizations not only in the marketplace but also in a social nexus in which sectors overlap and
societal problems belong to everyone.”4
The research on the Social Purpose Business Case shows there are six main business benefits for
pursuing a Social Purpose Business model. These are summarized in the next section.

HOW TO USE THIS WORKBOOK
A set of questions is included after every business benefit to help you think through
the business case for your organization. Use the space provided to draw your own
conclusions and prepare your ideas for a future business case presentation.

SO C I A L P U RP OSE BU SIN E SS C AS E AND WO RK BO O K
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“CHANGING MARKETPLACE IS DRIVING BUSINESS TO RETHINK
THEIR PURPOSE”, EY BEACON INSTITUTE
The change in the economic landscape has prompted a fundamental rethinking within many companies about the
how and the why of their business. Remarkably, more than two out of three of the business leaders we asked say that
the onset of this new era of heightened economic volatility has led their company to make significant changes in its
corporate purpose — in many cases, toward a higher Purpose. Our research suggests several reasons why this might be
happening now. One is the realization that a more intense focus on Purpose can increase a company’s strength, resilience
and competence in precisely the areas needed most in a disrupted world. Business leaders can also point to changing
stakeholder expectations in an era of trial by social media that requires companies to take ownership of their purpose
before others do, and to make sure that they are serious, rigorous and effective in their pursuit of that purpose.”5
“Our research shows that there is a type of company that is doing better than the rest in surviving and thriving in
today’s volatile and unpredictable global economy. They are the purposeful companies that fully embrace purpose
and fully align all that they do in order to pursue it.”5

HOW SOCIAL PURPOSE COMPANIES CREATE SOCIAL VALUE
AND DRIVE BUSINESS RESULTS
VIRTUOUS CYCLE OF VALUE CREATION
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Social purpose companies build and benefit from
a virtuous cycle of value creation. This virtuous
circle drives business and social benefits for the
organization and its communities. As revealed in the
diagram, social purpose is the fuel or the engine that
drives the cycle’s iteration. By eliminating its social
harms, a business reduces its costs and risks, and
by focusing on its social purpose, a business drives
social innovation, this leads to the next level of action
and impact for business and society, so that the firm
generates “good growth” and becomes a force
of good. Thus, a virtuous cycle is created between
business performance and community impact. By
pursuing its social purpose, a business does good,
drives business results, which in turn allows it to do
yet more good.
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What is your Social Purpose Business Model?
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BUSINESS CASE FOR BECOMING A SOCIAL PURPOSE BUSINESS
Companies that pursue a Social Purpose Business model can realize these six business benefits:

1

CUSTOMER COMMITMENT

3

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONSHIPS

5

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Attract and Retain Customers and
Build Customer Brand Advocacy

Strengthen Third-Party Relationships
and Enable Collaboration

Enhance Financial Performance;
Increase Access to Capital and
Manage Risk

2

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

4

SOCIAL CAPITAL

6

INNOVATION GENERATION

Recruit, Retain and Motivate
Employees and Build Employee
Brand Advocacy

Strengthen Operating Context
and Increase Trust

Increase Innovation; Enable
Business Transformation and
Enhance Resiliency

These are generalizable benefits from the research. However, the benefits vary depending on effectiveness of social purpose
implementation, the industry and region and other factors. You are encouraged to read the list of benefits in this report and
identify which benefits are most desirable and relevant to your company.

WORKBOOK EXERCISE
Review each of the business case benefits summarized below. Within the spaces provided, reflect on
whether you think the business benefit is relevant to your organization and why.
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1

Attract and Retain Customers
and Build Customer Brand Advocacy

BUSINESS BENEFIT

77 percent of brands could disappear overnight
and customers wouldn’t care.1 Having a social
purpose is a key way to differentiate yourself from
your competitors. Marketing becomes easier if you
have a social purpose – it is more compelling.

CUSTOMER
COMMITMENT

ATTRACT AND RETAIN CUSTOMERS

services and operations.”4 “Consumers have new expectations
of brands, with 62 percent saying they refuse to buy a brand if it
fails to meet its obligations to society”.5 Research shows that in
2019 nearly two thirds of consumers either chose to switch to,
adopt or boycott brands based on their contribution on societal
issues and how they are using their platforms, this is up from
51 percent in 2017.6

Customers want more from companies. According to Edelman’s
2016 Trust Barometer, 80 percent of people surveyed globally
believe it’s appropriate and desirable for companies to play
a role in solving society’s problems while still making profits.2
It is also shown that 81 percent of global consumers are now
expecting more from their expenditure than the functional
acquisition of products and services.3 Another consumer survey
shows there is a large consumer market for companies that have
a social purpose that involves making social and environmental
contributions. When asked, almost two-thirds of respondents
said that they try to support companies that have a “Purpose of
making a positive difference in society through their products,

In addition, Edelman Global Consumer Research7 reveals
that social purpose is growing as a purchase trigger. When
price and quality are equal social purpose ranks as the most
important factor in selecting a brand, over design, innovation
and brand loyalty, with a 26 percent growth in this trend from
2008 to 2012. As social purpose’s role in purchasing decisions

Actions taken in relation to a company that supports a good cause vs. one that does not (Global)

Company that does NOT actively
support a good cause

44%

+7

Refuse to buy products/services

+7

57%
Not want to work for it

+8

+4

Want to work for it

45%

53%
Not invest in it

SO C I A L P U RP OSE BU SIN E SS C AS E AND WO RK BO O K

+9

Share positive opinions and experiences

48%

Increase
from
2010

76%
73%

Share negative opinions and experiences

+7

+9

Recommend its products/services

44%

+5

76%
Buy its products/services

44%
Criticize it to others

+ 11

Company that actively
supports a good cause

Invest in it

44%
Pay a premium for its products/services

1 CUS T O M E R CO M M ITM E NT

Increase
from
2010
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has increased, purchase frequency has intensified: 87 percent
of global consumers will buy brands that support a cause they
care about over those that don’t, a 79 percent increase since
2008. Contrarily, 76 percent of individuals will actively refuse to
buy a company’s products and/or services, if the corporation
supports issues contradictory to the individual’s personal beliefs.
Additionally, 89 percent of consumers would switch brands if a
different brand of similar quality supported a good cause, a 25
percent increase since 2009.8 In 2018, 64 percent of individuals
were belief-driven buyers, that is a 13-point increase from 2017.
Millennials (born from 1980 to 1994) and Generation Z (born
from 1995 to 2015)9 are the largest supporters of buying on
belief which equals to nearly seven out of ten 18-to-34-year-olds,
a 9-point gain from 2017, and these numbers are expected to
continue to rise.6
Further, approximately half of respondents believe organizations
should donate a portion of profits (51 percent) and products or
services (50 percent), while 49 percent believe companies should
be creating a product or service that helps address a societal
issue. 80 percent of global consumers believe it is important
for companies to make them aware of their efforts to address
societal issues. When these actions are taken, consumers will
praise those brands and corporations that support a good cause
– and they will also punish those that do not (see figure below).7
There is clearly an opportunity for business to move towards
social purpose to gain competitive advantage and have younger
consumers supporting their brands and companies.
This trend is playing out in the business-to-business (B2B) market
as well. Often called sustainable or responsible purchasing,
there is a growing trend across the public and private sector for
contracts to be granted to suppliers that create social benefits.
Social and environmental factors are increasingly embedded
into the supplier selection to manage risks, but also to identify
opportunities for like-minded partnerships and collaborations.
One 2013 study of North American procurement professionals
revealed 70 percent of organizations took an active role
integrating social and environmental considerations into their
supply chain, up from 58 percent in 2011.10 The public sector
is becoming interested in embedding community and social
benefits criteria into public contracts, to leverage their vast public
spending in support of socio-economic goals, including poverty
reduction, improved labour conditions, and greater income
equality.11 The Canadian government, for example, purchases
approximately $22 billion of goods and services every year on
behalf of federal departments and agencies.12
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The ability to demonstrate a commitment to local communities
can improve credentials when tendering for contracts. When
bidding for new work, a social purpose can enhance relationships
with existing customers and increase competitiveness. More
and more companies with social attributes will have competitive
advantage when bidding on contracts.
With millennials moving into the workforce and becoming
decision-makers, increasingly their values will impact enterprise
buying decisions. Google research reveals that non-C-Suite
employees can influence 81 percent of purchase decisions. While
the C-Suite signs off on project budgets, project components
are delegated down the organization to people in the know.
Based on Google’s research, 48 percent of these people in the
know are 18-34 years old.13 This is placing large portions of B2B
decision-making in the hands of Millennials and Generation Z.
With research showing that the two new generations care about
social issues in much greater numbers than older generations,
companies with a social purpose at their core are likely to appeal
to these new generations of enterprise buyers.14
Not only can having a social purpose offer a greater market share,
but retail consumers are also reported to be more loyal. 80
percent of business leaders surveyed by Harvard Business Review
state that a clear purpose helps increase customer loyalty.15
Customer retention through brand loyalty is paramount in a
competitive business environment. Today’s committed customers
not only continue buying a company’s existing products, they
are more willing to try its new products and recommend its
products to others. In fact – even beyond being loyal customers
who believe in the social purpose, “when a consumer moves
from a relationship rooted in ‘me’ to one powered by ‘we’, a new
world of buying and advocacy opens up for a brand. Instead
of worrying about potential disruption, brands can be creative
societal disruptors—because their consumers will be right there
by their side as committed partners in a better life.”5

THE PUBLIC ON PURPOSE 4
 8 percent of Canadian consumers (62 percent
6
globally) believe it is the responsibility of
companies to articulate how their products and
services make the world better, i.e. demonstrate
a purpose beyond profit.
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BUILD CUSTOMER BRAND ADVOCACY
Loyal customers build brand advocacy, talking favourably about
a brand or product and passing on positive word-of-mouth
messages about the brand to others. Social purpose helps
brands better connect to, and have closer relationships with,
their customers. 71 percent of global consumers in Edelman’s
Good Purpose study would recommend a company with a
purpose over one without, a growth of 34 percent since 2008.7
Organizations in which employees are motivated by shared
values and a commitment to a social purpose are nine times
more likely to have higher customer satisfaction.
Social purpose and the above customer acquisition and retention
benefits also lead to the cultivation of ambassadors and
champions for the brand and company, so the network spreads
the message and marketing investments are leveraged. In this
way, brands inspire and empower customers to join their cause,
becoming “movement brands”. This helps them accelerate their
positive impact on society and their growth potential. A company
can also gain earned media and reduce expenditure on paid
media and advertising with this approach.

Once these customers invest and commit to the relationship,
“a clear majority will reliably buy, stay loyal, advocate for and
defend the brand. Committed consumers are far more likely to
pay a premium, buy the brand exclusively, stick with the brand
even when faced with disruptive competitors, recommend
the brand, and stand up for it against critics—behaviours with
direct impact on a brand’s revenue, cost per acquisition, loyalty,
and retention rates. These behaviours bring tangible, powerful
beneﬁts that simply don’t exist at a substantial level without a
committed relationship”.5
Businesses that develop a strong community presence through
their social purpose can hope to tap into community and
customer sentiment in adverse times. Customers have been
known to patronize companies that struggle in a tough economy,
generate support in the face of vandalism, crime or other losses –
social purpose can help a business weave itself into the fabric of
its customers’ lives, and to the customer become more than just
the products and services they sell.
According to Havas Group’s Meaningful Brands 2019 research16,
purposeful brands generate significant higher results (KPIs, key
performance indicators):

KPIs

Most Meaningful Brands

Least Meaningful Brands

Overall impression

80%

42%

Purchase intent (non clients)

38%

14%

Repurchase intent (clients)

70%

29%

Advocacy

76%

37%

Premium price

40%

18%

On the other hand, if the brand fails to authentically and
meaningfully contribute to the well-being of society or the
environment, it will be viewed as unimportant. In fact, the
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Meaningful Brands report found that 77 percent of all brands
could disappear and consumers wouldn’t care.16

16

CUSTOMER ADVOCACY: EDELMAN 2016 EARNED BRAND STUDY 17
To realize the full potential of the consumer-brand relationship, brands must move consumers from being “Involved” with
the brand to being fully “Committed,” the strongest relationship stage. Edelman’s findings reveal that consumers who
are “Committed” to a favourite brand will drive and protect its bottom line by buying first, staying loyal to, advocating
for, and defending the brand. These stronger relationships provide significant benefits: 86 percent will adopt innovation
more quickly; 87 percent will pay a premium price; 87 percent will recommend the brand through liking and sharing; and
88 percent will defend it against critics.
The biggest opportunity for brands to earn deeper relationships with consumers lies in addressing the three brand
behaviours that scored the lowest on the Edelman Brand Relationship Index: Acts with purpose (33), Tells a memorable
story (34), and Listens openly/responds selectively (35). While a majority of respondents (62 percent) said they will not
buy a brand if it fails to meet its societal obligations, consumer belief in brands as their partners in social change is
strong, with 53 percent agreeing brands can do more to solve societal ills than government. Brands must live up to these
expectations by focusing on related strategies that entail collaboration, participation, shared values, and shared actions.
It’s no longer about what brands do for you, it’s about what they do with you. It’s the difference between presenting
consumers with a campaign and empowering them to join a movement. This is the way today’s brands become a
meaningful presence in consumers’ lives and in the world.

CASE STUDY: UNILEVER
“The principal way brands grow is by increasing penetration among infrequent and non-users, and this can be achieved
by making your brand more memorable. We have a growing body of evidence in Unilever that a strongly articulated
sustainable living purpose brought to life through communications can deliver a powerful emotional response and
generate brand fame — the key drivers of memorability.”18
– Karen Hamilton, VP, Global Sustainable Business, Unilever
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W O RKB O O K E X E R C I S E #1
Evaluate Customer Commitment Business Benefit
On a scale of 1-5 to what degree do you believe “Attracting and Retaining Customers and Building Customer Brand
Advocacy” could be a business driver for social purpose in your organization? (1 is low and 5 is high.) If you chose
4 or 5 write down in a sentence or two why you believe it could be a business driver.

1

2

3

4

5
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2

Recruit, Retain and Motivate Employees
and Build Employee Brand Advocacy

BUSINESS BENEFIT

EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT

RECRUIT AND RETAIN TALENT
Businesses with a social purpose attract talent. With
organizations competing in the war for talent, standing for
something bigger is a prerequisite to attract the best employees.
Companies find that having a social purpose helps them attract
the best talent in the world from their largest competitors.19
Smaller companies with purpose business models are able to
attract more competent, engaged, and hardworking employees
not usually found working at small companies.20 Companies with
strong social purpose brands can reduce recruitment costs from
hiring recruitment firms and using costly recruitment techniques,
relying instead on word-of-mouth employee testimonials, driving
interest and employment applications.21
More and more research shows that people are increasingly
looking for jobs that give them personal fulfillment. Millennials
and Generation Z are especially attracted to companies with a
strong social purpose:


60 percent of millennials want to join companies with
a ‘purpose’ that is embedded in the business.22



Generation Z is more socially conscious and motivated
and not as significantly incentivized by monetary
compensation as previous generations.23



Sense of purpose and impact on society is the second
top criteria for young people when considering job
opportunities (40.6 percent versus 49.3 percent for
salary and financial compensation).24

Employers seeking to hire from this base can enhance their
employer brand with a social purpose mission. Companies that
don’t have a purpose will be left with only 40 to 60 percent of
the future workforce to recruit from.
But this trend is not limited to Millennials and Generation Z.
According to Imperative’s Workforce Purpose Index, there are 42
million purpose-driven workers in the United States alone, with
women and people over 55 being the most likely to be purposeoriented workers. Imperative defines a purpose-oriented worker
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Companies that don’t have a social purpose
will have an increasingly smaller talent pool to
recruit from.

as one with a psychological predisposition to see work as primarily
about purpose – personal fulfillment and helping other people.
These purpose-oriented workers are dramatically changing our
workforce. Employees no longer want a 9-5 job; they want to
help others and have an impact. These employees that identify as
purpose-driven workers have 20 percent longer expected tenures,
are 50 percent more likely to be in leadership positions, 47 percent
more likely to be promoters of their employers and have 64
percent higher levels of fulfillment in their work. Attracting this type
of talent helps companies build a workforce that stays longer and
exponentially increases growth.25
Retaining good employees is important to companies for
a variety of reasons. When employees leave, productivity
decreases, remaining staff become overworked and stressed,
and the business loses the individual knowledge that person
had. Replacing employees has a cost too – costs of recruitment,
interviewing, and training new employees is significant.26 One
review of thirty case studies in the US revealed that “for all
positions except executives and physicians—jobs that require
very specific skills—across the remaining 27 case studies,
the typical (median) cost of turnover was 21 percent of an
employee’s annual salary”.27 The Work Institute’s 2019 “Retention
Report” reveals that the cost to lose a US worker is $15,000.28
Other reviews have the average percentage of annual salary cost
of turnover at as much as 30 percent.29
Researchers have found that meaningfulness for employees
is about finding a connection to humanity through their jobs.
Organizations can encourage this by creating a social purpose
culture that brings an employee’s personal values and work
life together.30 Deloitte’s Millennial Survey reveals that when
an employee believes they share the same set of values as the
company they work for, they can see themselves committing
more of their working life to that company.31 Millennials are 5.3
times more likely to stay when they have a strong connection
to their employer’s purpose. Non-millennial retention is also
enabled through social purpose strategies: they are 2.3 times
more likely to stay when they have a strong connection to their
employer’s purpose.32
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Employees working for Purpose companies are shown to be
more motivated, more likely to stay with the company and more
happy and productive. These teams see greater profitability at
21 percent, and 59 percent lower turnover rates. Employees who
feel heard by their employer are 4.6 times more likely to feel
empowered and perform at their highest levels, creating their
best work.33
MOTIVATE EMPLOYEES

When employees feel motivated in their work, it becomes
more rewarding and reduces stress, resulting in lower turnover
and reduced absenteeism. Emotions, and not just utilitarian
rationality, govern corporate performance and behaviour
inside organizations. Moods, which are contagious, can affect
absenteeism, health, and effort and energy levels. People
influence each other, and in so doing can either increase or
decrease others’ performance levels, as revealed by a study of
teams and organizations on winning and losing streaks.35
A LinkedIn survey36 reveals that purpose drives
employee satisfaction.

WHY SOCIAL PURPOSE
COMPANIES WIN
Social purpose companies attract people who
are inspired to contribute their full character
and creativity in pursuit of a shared purpose
and give them the freedom to actualize their full
potential. They operate with less oversight and
more agility. They make longer commitments to
their organizations. They enable better decisionmaking. They engender trust which allows for
the kind of risk-taking and experimentation that
spurs innovation.34

Employees who feel they are part of something greater than
themselves can experience a greater sense of fulfillment at work
and generate increased engagement levels, higher productivity,
enhanced creativity, and improved internal collaboration across
functional and product boundaries. People innately desire to
contribute to something greater, to find meaning in their lives
and work, to contribute something to community and to feel
they are part of society. They want connection to something
fundamental in human nature, whether altruism or a desire to
belong. By tapping into a powerful universal need, a social
purpose helps people feel they are working for something,
rather than simply against the competition. It excites and inspires
employees to work for companies with a humanitarian purpose –
this motivates them to perform at their best.
When people are aligned on a company’s social purpose,
it creates a positive feedback loop by channeling intrinsic
motivation towards the shared purpose and it harnesses passion
within an organization. A shared purpose helps keep all efforts
focused and aligned which in turn helps organizations grow
cohesively, uniting employees and leadership alike.
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Globally 37 percent of LinkedIn members are purposeoriented meaning they optimize their job to align
with work that matters to them.



Another 38 percent considered purpose to be equally
weighted with either money or status.



73 percent of purpose-oriented people are satisfied in
their jobs versus 64 percent who are not purpose oriented.



64 percent have higher levels of fulfillment in their work;
50 percent more likely to be in leadership positions; 47
percent more likely to be promoters of their employers.

Additionally, a PwC report demonstrates that:


Over 80 percent of employees ranked meaning in
day-to-day work (their daily work) as the most
important thing to them;



56 percent said that a strong sense of community
was the most important;



53 percent said it energized them to know
their company’s impact.32

Further PwC research shows that working at a purpose-driven
company engages employees at a rate of 73 percent, compared
to the 23 percent engagement of employees who work at
companies who don’t have a social purpose.37
A 2013 Harvard Business Review study of 12,000 mostly whitecollar employees across a range of industries found similar
results: employees who derive meaning from their work were
three times more likely to stay with their organizations, while
reporting 1.7 times higher job satisfaction and 1.4 times greater
engagement.38 A study conducted by Imperative, The Workforce
Purpose Index, in 2019 takes this one step further, and concludes
that fulfilled employees with a purpose mindset are twice as
likely to stay over 5 years, while they are three times more likely
to stay at a company for over ten years (the authors research
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reveals that fulfilled employees are even more productive than
engaged employees).39 Conversely, a 2015 study of North
American employees found that 57 percent weren’t motivated by
their company’s mission, and 50 percent said they didn’t expect
to be with their employers a year later.40
Levels of employee engagement have financial impacts, making
social purpose a key productivity tool. One study found a
spread of more than 5 percent of operating margin between
those companies with ‘low’ or ‘high’ employee engagement.41
Engaging employees through a vibrant social purpose can
generate material benefits for the firm.

INCREASE EMPLOYEE BRAND ADVOCACY
Employees can make – or break – a brand. Intuitively it is
recognized that employees are the most influential brand
ambassadors. Employee words and actions influence brand
perception, and affect management’s ability to deliver on a
brand promise. Research bears this out as the following chart
shows, comparing those who work at companies involved in
addressing broader societal issues versus those who do not.2
Employees of social purpose companies are more likely to do
the best job, recommend its products and services, commit to
the business strategy, recommend the company as an employer
and stay with the company, as they are more confident in the
company’s future.

Level of employee advocacy / commitment

Employees of companies
not engaged in
societal issues (%)

Employees of
companies engaged
in societal issues (%)

Impact (%)

Do the best job for the customer

78

90

+12

Recommend products and services to others

66

87

+21

Committed to achieving our strategy

68

87

+19

Motivated to perform

62

84

+22

Confidence in the future of the company

60

84

+24

Stay working for the company

61

83

+22

Recommend company as an employer

57

82

+25

CASE STUDY: UNILEVER

CASE STUDY: LINKEDIN 36

When Unilever shifted course in 2009 and put
purpose on par with the need for good profits
through its Sustainable Living Plan43, its employee
engagement rose from the low 50s to the high 80s.

“We did an internal analysis on the role purpose
plays in our workforce. At LinkedIn, our purposeoriented employees have higher levels of
engagement and fulfillment with their work.
They outperform their peers in every indicator,
including expected tenure and leadership
competencies like self-advocacy and comfort
with senior leadership.”
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W O RKB O O K E X E R C I S E #2
Evaluate Employee Engagement Business Benefit
On a scale of 1-5 to what degree do you believe “Recruit, Retain and Motivate Employees and Build Employee Brand
Advocacy” could be a business driver for social purpose in your organization? (1 is low and 5 is high.) If you chose
4 or 5 write down in a sentence or two why you believe it could be a business driver.
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BUSINESS BENEFIT

STAKEHOLDER
RELATIONSHIPS

STRENGTHEN THIRD-PARTY RELATIONSHIPS
Businesses demonstrating a social purpose build trust,
reputation, and loyalty with stakeholders. Social purpose
helps develop stakeholder relationships that go beyond the
transactional. Moving past transactional relationships generates
loyalty, creates advocates for your business and opens up
opportunities for new and deeper partnerships.

Strengthen Third-Party Relationships
and Enable Collaboration
Companies with a social purpose will be
valued by stakeholders and attract partners.

Indeed, social purpose can play a role to help transform
contentious regulatory relationships – taking regulatory
relationships from reactive to proactive thereby reducing the risk
of exposure to regulatory fines. Further, there is potential for
increasing regulation or taxes where business fails to act on social
issues. Failure to act can leave companies exposed to future
regulatory and taxation changes.

To achieve their objectives, social purpose companies partner
with other organizations, whether non-profits, governments,
academic institutions, other businesses, suppliers or even
competitors. Having a social purpose makes it easier to
attract and engage other organizations as collaborators who
believe in the purpose and want to assist in bringing it to life.
This helps the company gain a competitive edge through its
unique partnerships and collaborations which are not easily
replicated. Social purpose effectively moves competition into
the social realm, where more complex forms of knowledge and
partnerships are required. Competitors will find it difficult to
follow a company that gets this right.44
One key area where relationships can be strengthened through
social purpose is in enhancing government relations and
partnerships. Pressure on government to solve societal issues
is growing, and with the trend for smaller governments and
austerity not reducing, governments increasingly look to business
to play a role in solving major challenges. GlobeScan’s 2016
Sustainability Leaders report reveals that stakeholders believe
business shares the same level of responsibility for advancing
the social agenda as government. Collaboration can offer
government and business alike the opportunity to face these
demands (and opportunities) together.4
Social purpose companies are more able to gain a seat at the
table on government policies affecting the business. They can
help cultivate relationships with public officials neither as a
quid pro quo nor to push through particular deals – but seek
to understand and contribute to the public agenda while also
influencing it.
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CASE STUDY: IBM
IBM’s CEO, Samuel Palmisano, circumnavigates
the globe six or seven times a year to meet
with national and regional government officials,
discussing how IBM can help their countries
achieve their goals. This is not sales or marketing;
it’s a high-level conversation to demonstrate
the company’s commitment to furthering the
development of the countries it operates in. Such
engagement at the top helps other IBM leaders
get a seat at the table when discussions about the
country’s future take place.35

Having a social purpose can also help a business improve
its supplier relationships. Suppliers can benefit from their
association with for-good companies, as this builds their own
value proposition with other business customers. Values-based
suppliers are equally interested in social collaborations with their
customers and having a social purpose can help build a stronger,
more loyal and motivated supply base. A sustainable, resilient
supply chain, that attracts creative suppliers, is integral to many
businesses long-term viability. A social purpose opens up
opportunities for supplier engagement, collaboration and
innovation because it inspires their employees and improves
their business models.

3 S TAKEHO L D E R R E L ATIO NSHIP S
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By having stronger relationships cultivated through a social
purpose, the business can achieve something it otherwise
couldn’t. Different sectors bring capacities which can be
leveraged for mutual success. Non-profits bring issue
knowledge, longer time horizons, start-up funding and credibility.
Governments can contribute scientific knowledge, incentives
and policy tools to foster an enabling environment. Academic
institutions can tap into their research, resource mobilization,
student body, and other assets to advance shared social
purpose.45 Industry peers and competitors have resources and
shared value chains. Suppliers have knowledge, resources and
other assets. Every relationship gained through social purpose
has channels to networks and influence in unique domains. Social
purpose businesses can collaborate with these stakeholders as
allies and champions, establishing powerful relationships with
stakeholders governed by the same deep social values.
The value proposition of strong stakeholder relationships is
borne out in the research. There is evidence companies with
strong stakeholder relationships are more profitable than
companies whose focus is exclusively bottom line oriented.
One study showed that over an eleven-year period, sales at
stakeholder-oriented companies were significantly higher
than at shareholder-focused companies: stakeholder-oriented
companies reported four times the growth in sales.46

CASE STUDY: UNILEVER 47
“We found that we have more suppliers that want
to work with us now because it energizes their
employees and business models as well.”

ENABLE COLLABORATION
Social purpose enables internal and external collaboration.
On the former, businesses are becoming increasingly global and
cultural, and geographical differences make it hard for teams
within large companies to collaborate as they should. Having
a social purpose can give a company a coherent identity and
instill that source of certainty and systemic coherence that enable
employees to take action in disperse working environments.
Purpose helps individuals and teams work across internal silos to
pursue a single, compelling aim. It provides a common incentive,
equipping disparate groups with the motivation to collaborate.
Social purpose not only enhances a company’s ability to work
across internal organizational and geographic boundaries but
also allows them to form strategic collaborations
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across sectors. A social purpose paves the way for external
collaboration, creating the conditions for strong alliances.
By showing where people and organizations share common
ground, a social purpose can build bridges between different
organizations. Having a common motivation helps to foster
the collaboration businesses need to succeed, making it easier
to work with diverse organizations. Opportunities to grow the
business, generate new market insights and open consumer
engagement channels can be found by working in partnership
with governments, industry or civil society. Companies that
pursue social impact through their core business with external
collaborators will not only advance social progress but also
uncover economic opportunities missed by their competitors.

CASE STUDY: UNILEVER 48
“We have found that by collaborating with partners
including not-for-profit organisations, we gain
valuable new market insights and extend channels
to engage with consumers.”

In addition to strengthening their ability to work with
governments as discussed above, having a purpose enables a
company to effectively partner with non-profits, NGOs (nongovernment organizations), and community organizations. By
having a social purpose presence in the community, companies
are considered full community members. They are thus more
likely to find avenues for co-operation and collaboration with
other business and community organizations.
Evidence shows that community partnering drives business
results: a 2019 report conducted of UK companies involved in
NGO partnerships found that 76 percent of businesses believe
partnerships drive innovation, 71 percent are able to access
knowledge, 62 percent are able to access people and contacts,
and 51 percent find partnerships help them access
new markets.49
As many societal challenges will require tripartite (government,
business and civil society) collaboration to address, businesses
which adopt and pursue social purpose are better positioned to
address the coming disruptions. Social purpose businesses that
invest in the relationships they need to succeed, will develop
the trust platforms and collaboration and partnering skills they
can call upon in future. These collaborating skills are a vital
gateway to future success for the firm.50 Social purpose will be
an important success factor for attracting and retaining missioncritical societal partners.
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W O RKB O O K E X E R C I S E #3
Evaluate Stakeholder Relationships Business Benefit
On a scale of 1-5 to what degree do you believe “Strengthen Third-Party Relationships and Enable Collaboration”
could be a business driver for social purpose in your organization? (1 is low and 5 is high.) If you chose 4 or 5 write
down in a sentence or two why you believe it could be a business driver.
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4

Strengthen Operating Context
and Increase Trust

BUSINESS BENEFIT

To succeed in the future companies must play a
greater role in addressing the challenges faced by
society. Business stability and continuity can be
undermined by failing to act.

SOCIAL
CAPITAL

STRENGTHEN OPERATING CONTEXT
The social context in which a company operates and does
business is a major determinant of its success. No company
exists in isolation – each operates in an ecosystem where
local conditions affect its markets and the productivity of its
suppliers and distributors. Thriving communities and people
result in thriving business. The socio-economic conditions
surrounding a business affects its prosperity. A strong
community creates benefits for a company by improving the
local business environment. When a community is healthy,
business has a stronger base of customers to draw upon
and stronger infrastructure, both social and physical, to
enable its success. Activities that improve those conditions
enhance business prospects.
Social purpose businesses contribute to the creation of a
stronger ecosystem that can ameliorate systemic enterprise risk
that will affect business success in the future, such as growing
social divisions and the increasing gap between the rich and
poor. Flourishing communities, customers, employees, and
suppliers around a business create a flourishing business. As
socio-economic conditions can prevent conventional business
models from succeeding, the fewer social challenges in the
business operating context benefits business the better.
For example, reduced local poverty increases the spending
power of local customers; healthy populations mean healthy
employees and lower health insurance costs; quality childcare
means less stress and absenteeism for working parents; and
safer communities mean less employee trauma and stress and
reduced insurance costs.
Communities with strong social bonds are healthier and more
resilient, and their members are better able to work together
to solve problems. Economists have found that social capital
contributes to economic growth and poverty reduction.42, 43
Companies that contribute to a strong local community can
foster these benefits and create a positive ripple effect for
their business. The reverse is also true: business stability and
continuity can be undermined if businesses fail to invest in efforts
that improve local conditions.
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While in the past the prevailing sentiment was that companies
should not profit from their community investments, that view
is changing. The 2020 Edelman Trust barometer (Canada)
found that 74 percent of those surveyed agree that a company
can take actions that both improve the economic and social
conditions in the community as well as increase profits.51
This shift is raising stakeholder expectations that companies
contribute to building healthy communities. Those that do,
will benefit from a stronger operating context for their business.
By future-proofing their communities, social purpose companies
future-proof their business.
INCREASE TRUST
Fostering corporate social purpose not only improves local
conditions, it builds trust in the wider marketplace. Trust is
essential for a vibrant economy as it enhances the conditions
for investment, innovation and higher productivity and builds a
license for firms to operate and grow.
The “Edelman Trust Barometer Special Report: Brand Trust in
2020” reveals that trust is now the make or break difference
for brands. The report shows that brands face a fundamental
reordering of priorities amid a global pandemic and societal
outcry over systemic racism. In this environment, consumers are
looking to brands to act and advocate for change.52 According
to Edelman:


“53 percent of respondents say ‘whether you trust the
company that owns the brand or brand that makes
the product’ is the second most important factor when
purchasing a new brand. Trust is second only to price
(64 percent)



70 percent say trusting a brand is more important today
than in the past – a shared belief among age groups,
gender and income



74 percent say a brand’s impact on society is a reason
why brand trust has become more important.”52
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There is significant public demand for company leaders to
actively champion the social role of business in society – in doing
so, CEOs can help build trust in their firms and the business
sector overall. In fact, Edelman’s 2016 Global Trust study showed
that seven in ten adults around the world believe that CEOs
should be personally visible in discussing financial results, while
eight in ten believe the CEOs should be visible discussing
societal issues, including income inequality, public policy
discussions, and personal views on societal issues3. Additionally,
74 percent of individuals believe that CEOs should take the lead,
imposing new conditions, prior to waiting for the government
to make these changes mandatory.51 Nearly half (45 percent)
cite contributing to the greater good as one of the reasons their
trust in business has increased; while failing to contribute to the
greater good was a reason that 50 percent said their trust in
business has declined.3
Due to trust built with stakeholders, social purpose companies
cultivate stakeholder interest in, and support for, their growth,
generating beliefs such as: “by supporting and doing business
with this for-good company I too can do good in the world”.

Notably, younger generations are less trusting of business than
their predecessors. According to one survey, 83 percent of
millennials agreed with the statement “there is too much power
concentrated in the hands of a few big companies” — a much
higher percentage when compared with older generations. Trust
has declined across generations. Worryingly, some evidence also
suggests that trust in CEOs as individuals is still falling. This may
have consequences: research suggests that a lack of trust slows
growth and innovation. More significantly, at the societal level,
the trust deficit could have far-reaching implications for business’s
license to operate.53
By fostering trust, purpose companies can realize the following
benefits and avoid others, according to Edelman’s 2015 research.54
At the community level, by building relationships and trust, social
purpose businesses are likelier to gain future support from
communities for company developments. As well, the community
is also likely to reciprocate and offer support to the company
on mutually beneficial initiatives – enabled by trust.

Actions taken in the previous 12 months by respondents based on their level of trust in a company

Distrusted Companies

Trusted Companies

-63%

80%

Refused to buy products/services

Chose to buy products/services

68%

-58%
Criticized them to a friend/colleague

Recommend them to a friend/colleague

54%
Paid more for products/services

-37%

48%

Share negative opinions online

Shared positive opinions online

40%
Defended company

-18%
I sold shares
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28%
I bought shares
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W O RKB O O K E X E R C I S E #4
Evaluate Social Capital Business Benefit
On a scale of 1-5 to what degree do you believe “Strengthen Operating Context and Increase Trust” could be
a business driver for social purpose in your organization? (1 is low and 5 is high.) If you chose 4 or 5 write down
in a sentence or two why you believe it could be a business driver.
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5

Enhance Financial Performance, Increase
Access to Capital and Manage Risks

BUSINESS BENEFIT

FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE

Social Purpose companies achieve competitive
differentiation and superior returns.

ENHANCE FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
The social purpose pay-off is increasingly measurable, reflected
in superior share price performance, improved accounting
and operational performance, more valuable innovation and
lower cost of capital.55 In addition to social purpose being
associated with improved recruitment, retention and motivation
of employees, it is also associated with less adversarial industrial
relations, smaller regulatory fines and greater resilience in the
face of external shocks.
More and more studies demonstrating the purpose-profit link
are surfacing. The Harvard Business Review published a study in
partnership with EY, which surveyed global business executives
in 2015. The study found that 58 percent of companies with a
clearly articulated and understood sense of purpose experienced
growth of 10 percent or more versus 42 percent of companies
not prioritizing purpose over the preceding 3 years – as reported
by their CEOs.56 In other Harvard Business School research in 2019,
the evidence shows purpose-driven companies outperform the
market by approximately five to seven percent per year.57
These growth statistics are further supplemented by research
conducted by Kantar Consulting, a UK-based global marketing,
brand and purpose agency. Their 12-year research published in
2020 found that brands with a high sense of purpose grew by
over 175 percent on average compared to the median growth
rate of companies at 86 percent.58 Comparatively, brands with a

low or no sense of purpose had a growth rate of 70 percent, less
than half the growth of social purpose companies.59

CASE STUDY: UNILEVER 18
Unilever has seen this prove true: its purposedriven brands continue to grow ahead of the
market. Eight years into the social purpose
reflected in its Sustainability Living Plan (2018),
the company’s social purpose [Sustainable Living]
brands grew over 69 percent faster than the rest of
the business (compared to 46 percent in 2017) and
delivered 75 percent of Unilever’s growth.61

Additional research from EY reinforces these conclusions that
purposeful companies outperform the rest. “While 40 percent
of executives say their company has a broad purpose, about
one-fifth of these companies — 9 percent of the companies in
our research — say that their Purpose is fully embedded into
their business activities. These are the truly Purposeful
companies, the best in class. Companies that have embedded
Purpose most thoroughly report the highest incremental value

10X

134%

46%

Kantar Consulting found that
companies that operate with a
clear sense of purpose beyond
the goal of just making money,
outperformed the S&P 500 by
a factor of 10 between 1996
and 2001.55

Havas Media’s study of
“Meaningful Brands” found
that purposeful business
outperformed other companies
by 134 percent in the stock
market in 2019.52

Havas Media reported that a
meaningful brand has a significantly
higher likelihood to acquire purchases
from individuals. This is a 46 percent
higher “share of wallet” (the amount
a person spends on a particular
product) than companies that do
not have meaningful branding.60
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creation from that integration. While 97 percent of companies
with a very well-integrated Purpose see a good or great deal of
incremental value from that Purpose, only 56 percent of those
with a somewhat well-integrated Purpose achieve the same
level of value”.62
Research by the Swiss-based IMD Business School has found
that a strong and well communicated social purpose can impact
financial performance by up to 17 percent.63 Other research finds
that having a social purpose correlates strongly with ten-year
total shareholder return (TSR). Organizations with high-purpose
scores in one study were twice as likely to be among the top TSR
performers than the low TSR performers.64

CASE STUDY: UNILEVER 43
When Unilever shifted course in 2009 and put
purpose on par with the need for good profits
through its Sustainable Living Plan, the company
witnessed its market capitalization rise from €63
billion to over €100 billion while its earnings per
share grew from 1.16 to almost 2.00 by 2016.
“There is no doubt that the Unilever Sustainable
Living Plan is making us more competitive by
helping us to build our brands and spur innovation,
strengthen our supply chain and reduce our risks,
lower our costs, and build trust in our business.
It is helping Unilever to serve society and our
many consumers, and in doing so, create value for
shareholders”.
– Paul Polman, CEO (at the time)

Millennials are coming of age and now make up the largest
percentage of the Canadian population66 – which means they
are set to make up an increasingly larger percentage of total
individual investors. Their parents are expected to transfer
$750 billion to them over the next decade, according to CIBC
research.67 Millennial investors are more than twice as likely as
Baby Boomers to be interested in investments dedicated to
solving social or environmental problems, according to an Ipsos
Reid 2016 Canadian study.68 These purpose-focused young
adults will be looking for investment options aligned with their
values. Companies with a social impact mandate will be prime
candidates for their portfolios.
Further evidence of this trend to social impact investing comes
from the 2019 Canadian Impact Investment Trends Report
which concludes that impact investing is experiencing rapid
growth in Canada, with $14.75 billion in assets at the end of
2017, reflecting a growth rate of 81 percent over two years.69
Worldwide, the Global Impact Investing Network estimates that
impact investing assets under management totaled US$502
billion at the end of 2018. Companies with a strong social
purpose are positioned to attract capital from this growing
impact capital market.70
This is all part of a growing global movement towards
investors integrating social, environmental and governance
(ESG) factors in their investment decision-making, about
$30 trillion globally as of 2018, having grown 34 percent
worldwide since 2016.71 This shift to ESG investing shows that
asset managers increasingly believe that companies with better
ESG performance are more viable investments.
Notably the CEO of the world’s largest investment firm, which
manages $6 trillion in assets, Larry Fink, agrees. In his 2018 annual
letter to CEOs, called “A Sense of Purpose”, he argued that:

INCREASE ACCESS TO CAPITAL
Over the long-term, the interests of investors
and society converge.
As summarized in previous sections, having a social purpose
strengthens company or brand trust and trust has many positive
effects – and among them, trust is proven to increase access to
capital. Being a trustworthy organisation increases the likelihood
of investors to invest in that organisation, according to the
National Bureau of Economic Research. Researchers used a
dataset of 750 European venture capital investments made
between 1998 and 2001, and found that trust has a significant
effect on the investment decisions of venture capital firms,
even after controlling for a range of other variables.65
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“To prosper over time, every company must not only deliver
financial performance, but also show how it makes a positive
contribution to society. Companies must benefit all of their
stakeholders, including shareholders, employees, customers,
and the communities in which they operate. […] Without a
sense of purpose, no company, either public or private, can
achieve its full potential. It will ultimately lose the license to
operate from key stakeholders. It will succumb to short-term
pressures to distribute earnings, and, in the process, sacrifice
investments in employee development, innovation, and capital
expenditures that are necessary for long-term growth. It will
remain exposed to activist campaigns that articulate a clearer
goal, even if that goal serves only the shortest and narrowest
of objectives. And ultimately, that company will provide subpar
returns to the investors who depend on it to finance their
retirement, home purchases, or higher education.”72
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In 2015 all the countries of the United Nations adopted the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) which is a set of
objectives and targets for society to achieve by 2030 to end
poverty and avoid climate change. These seventeen SDGs
range from ending poverty and hunger, to good health and
well-being, gender equality and quality education, to climate
action and improving life on land and below water. Estimates
show that achieving the SDGs will require an additional US $2.4
trillion of annual public and private investments into health,
education, energy, agriculture, low-carbon infrastructure and
other sustainability sectors globally.73 Investors are expected to
become increasingly interested in addressing these opportunities
through their investments to reduce their risks and enhance
returns. Social purpose companies whose reason for existence
stems from tackling these issues through their core business
models are expected to benefit from this infusion of capital.

and global concern may change the risks and opportunities that
affect the available universe of investment opportunities, and
whether inequality might negatively affect the financial system in
which investors participate and the world in which beneficiaries
live.74 These questions and more will drive investment capital
into companies offering social solutions, such as social
purpose companies.
Integration of societal issues into investment analysis and
portfolios is clearly gaining momentum. These trends suggest
that purpose firms and brands will be better able to attract
funding and grow.

POTENTIAL TO INCREASE VALUE
TO PROSPECTIVE ACQUIRERS?
HAVING A SOCIAL PURPOSE CAN
ENHANCE COMPANY VALUE AS AN
ACQUISITION TARGET
Social purpose companies seeking to be
acquired or sold to future owners, can potentially
enhance their value proposition. Business
owners that plan to sell their business to another
company can likely increase the value of their
firm if social purpose is embedded into their
growth model. Some even predict that “When
Generation Z comes of age, the funding pitches
of most startups will lead with the impact they’re
making on society, much like today’s pitches
emphasize cloud, big data and cybersecurity.
Valuations will increase for those companies that
“do good”. These companies will win the talent
wars, and they will be acquisition targets as
much for their altruism as for their technology.”75

MANAGE RISK

Investors and financial markets are also beginning to understand
that social instability may impact risk management and longterm sustainable growth and that social cohesion and inclusive
growth create investment advantages. Economic inequality is
increasingly recognized as likely to have an impact on the longterm performance of investment portfolios. Investors are starting
to ask whether inequality and its growth as a topic of domestic
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Social and environmental issues are moving up the list of
corporate leadership priorities and populating headlines. Many
societal issues are now strategic business risks (see text box for
a list of business risks) and managing them not only reduces
these risks, but produces new opportunities for businesses
to innovate and connect with their customers.76 Proactively
managing societal issues up front pays off, as it is more costeffective than having to respond later in an emergency or more
challenging times.
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BUSINESS FACES RISKS THAT CAN BE AFFECTED BY SOCIETAL ISSUES IN ITS MARKETPLACE
Below are some business risks77, 78 that can cause a loss of
profits and pose a danger to your bottom line. Societal issues
can generate both risks and opportunities for firms in the
short and long term. How you manage them can affect your
company’s future viability. Social purpose business models
can help a company mitigate many of these risks, while
also generate new revenue opportunities by addressing
them. Pursuing a social purpose enhances business
stability and continuity and reduces the costs of inaction.
As you review the following, ask yourself the question:
Will societal trends in your operating environment affect
any of these five risks to your business?
Strategic Risk is the risk that your company’s strategy
becomes less effective and your company struggles
to reach its business goals as a result. It could be due
to changes in technology, a powerful new competitor
entering the market, shifts in customer demand, spikes in
the costs of raw materials, or any number of other largescale changes.
Operational Risk refers to an unexpected failure in
your company’s day-to-day operations. In some cases,
operational risk can also stem from events outside your

Understanding and tackling societal challenges can broaden
a company’s information set and its planning outlook so it can
better anticipate issues that might become risks and affect its
future performance. Including societal issues and trends in its
management of business risks can help a company protect
its capital investments and operations from future societal
changes, such as skills shortages from local demographic
changes, changing customer preferences, the impact of new
social or environmental regulations and penalties and the risk of
compensation claims as standards rise. By addressing societal
issues in their operating environment or value chain early, guided
by their social purpose, businesses can improve their resilience
and reduce future costs.
Aligning corporate values and culture with a social purpose
can help manage reputation risk and reduce the likelihood of
scandals. A social purpose can be a steadying keel for corporate
reputation when social media can instantly affect a company’s
prospects. Purposeful companies’ more balanced, sophisticated
understanding of social purpose provides them with a superior
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control, such as a skills shortage, natural disaster, a power
cut, or a problem with your website host. Anything that
interrupts your company’s core operations comes under
the category of operational risk.
Regulatory Risk is the risk that your business will violate a
regulation or that a future change in government policy, laws
and regulations will materially impact your company. Safety
regulations, privacy laws, carbon taxes, community benefit
agreements and employment standards are some examples.
Reputational Risk comes from the potential loss of your
company’s reputation or community standing. It might
result from product failures, lawsuits or negative publicity.
Reputations take time to build but can be lost in a day. In
this era of social networking, a negative Twitter posting by
a customer can reduce earnings overnight.
Systemic Risk refers to the risk of a breakdown of an entire
system rather than simply the failure of individual parts.
Systemic risks are felt by all companies and institutions in
the marketplace. Examples of this include climate change,
pandemics, systemic racism and income inequality, which
can be considered market failures. Systemic risk can only
be addressed through collective action.

ability to manage risks. That in turn contributes to building
a strong, long-term culture that is savvy but not fearful, and
optimistic without being naive.62 Indeed, EY research shows
that having a purpose influences how companies see the world;
those with a purpose are more likely to see purpose as a way to
manage both risks and opportunities in equal measure.62
As described previously, having the buy-in of employees
and other stakeholders makes a social purpose company
fundamentally more agile, and able to respond quickly and
effectively when opportunities arise or danger threatens.62
There is likely to be a significant cost of inaction. Failure to
address uncertainties in the company’s societal context, “may
leave it vulnerable to reputational damage, unable to adapt
to changing circumstances, unable to meet increased costs, or
capitalize on commercial opportunities to invest in products
and services which respond to changing consumer demands”.54
Having a social purpose lens increases a company’s scope and
broadens its information base, enhancing its ability to detect
early changes in the marketplace.
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“There are many reasons why being Purposeful helps a company better navigate today’s economy. Serving all
stakeholders, and aspiring to improve society, gives a company a broader vision — a bigger game to play — making it
more likely to spot the unexpected opportunities and new risks that are emblematic of disruptive and volatile times”.62
– EY Beacon Institute

W O RKB O O K E X E R C I S E #5
Evaluate “Financial Performance Business Benefit”
On a scale of 1-5 to what degree do you believe “Financial Performance, Increase Access to Capital and Manage Risks”
could be a business driver for social purpose in your organization? (1 is low and 5 is high.) If you chose 4 or 5 write down
in a sentence or two why you believe it could be a business driver.
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6

Increase Innovation, Enable Business
Transformation and Enhance Resiliency

BUSINESS BENEFIT

INNOVATION
GENERATION

Social purpose companies are a better fit for the
future. Having a social purpose enables companies
to adapt and thrive in periods of disruption.

INCREASE INNOVATION
Having a social purpose opens up new innovation channels,
helping companies find new ways of doing business. Companies
whose social purpose determines the parameters on how they
operate and grow will influence employees to think outside the
box to realize those broader aims. Their teams will be more likely
to prioritize big thinking. Employees across the organization will
be liberated to find better solutions. The social purpose will focus
people on what matters, on a compelling bigger picture that
is beyond short-term considerations. They will be empowered
instead to look for solutions and innovations that deliver tangible
and lasting value and returns. The social purpose will engage all
divisions from operations to customer-facing staff to go beyond
incremental product or service improvements. This shift in how
a company focuses and works generates differentiated products
— products that are a better fit for the future and changing
customer and societal needs. This will unlock new market
opportunities, by looking beyond the existing customer base and
markets. Having a social purpose can help a company generate
revenue from these expanded operations, entering into new
markets and developing new value-added products and services.

CASE STUDY: UNILEVER 38
“Our innovations are actually stronger because
you’re really focused on solving some real
problems that are there in society.”

Societal needs can be framed as ‘Innovation Hot Spots’. An
example in the insurance sector shows that “Powerful global
trends are affecting society and the environment and, therefore,
the context businesses are operating in. By looking at their
probable impact on the most common property, casualty, health,
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and life insurance business lines, five high-potential themes
emerge as innovation hot spots for insurers”.79
“Sixty-nine percent of people believe that the role of innovation
for brands should be to constantly improve society”, however,
there are trust expectations on a company around innovating
and one is that “they must operate with purpose and show
how they fit into the bigger picture and are active participants
in society”.80 Not only this, but research shows that strategic
partnering with NGOs and not-for-profits brings new knowledge
and expertise from their respective fields along with innovation
and creativity”.49
Many of the social challenges confronting communities are also
felt globally. Social purpose business that develop innovative
solutions through their core business thus have an export
opportunity. Such social innovation can be a sectoral driver
of social progress, inspiring social progress in the industry.
Businesses with viable social purpose business models can
mobilize their sector to become social value-added, opening
up additional export markets and enhancing an entire industry’s
brand and social license to grow.
In social purpose companies, employees learn valuable new
skills and gain fresh insights. This includes making new social
and business connections, mobilizing resources and people
in new ways, and collaborating with community organizations,
governments and other businesses to address societal issues.
These new insights and connections become the spark for
product, service, process and business model innovation.
By looking at the world with a social orientation companies can
develop valuable insight into how their products and services
affect others, the issues that matter most to customers, and
how they can contribute to social improvements. This customer
insight can result in market expansion, product improvements
and strategies to meet changing customer expectations.
By conceiving commercially viable products and services
that address societal needs, businesses can enter previously
untapped markets. This is essential as a strategy to insure
against business model obsolescence.
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NOVO NORDISK ON SOCIAL
INNOVATION
Novo Nordisk is a global pharmaceutical
company with a social purpose to drive change
to defeat diabetes and other serious chronic
conditions. The company’s social purpose drives
innovation at the company:
“Changing diabetes is more than curing
diabetes. It implies being innovative beyond
curing diabetes, implies working to improve the
way people with diabetes live and work, through
the company’s products and services.”81
– Novo Nordisk Representative

ENABLE BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
Having a social purpose strengthens a company during
periods of change and crisis, by establishing a common
ambition around which to rally key stakeholders and
engage employees.
Social purpose can aid business transformation efforts such as
expanding geographically, changing the business model or
operations, completing a merger, and launching a new product.
Companies with a strong sense of purpose transform and
innovate better. Those executives who treat purpose as a core
driver of strategy and decision-making report greater ability to
drive successful innovation and transformational change and
deliver consistent revenue growth: 53 percent of executives who
reported their company has a strong sense of purpose said their
organization is successful with innovation and transformation
efforts, compared with 31 percent of those who are trying to
articulate a sense of purpose and 19 percent of the companies
who have not thought about it at all.15
A strong majority of executives of social purpose Companies
— 75 percent — report that the integration of purpose creates
value for their companies both in the short term, as well as
over the long run, specifically by giving companies the agility
to innovate in times of disruption and the ability to drive
transformational change – especially in the face of a volatile,
uncertain economy. In fact, 73 percent of executives agree that
having a well-integrated purpose helps their company navigate
today’s turbulent environment.62
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Amid overlapping transformation efforts, social purpose can
also provide alignment, clarity and guidance. Social purpose
can link and steer diverse transformation efforts, creating an
emotional connection that inspires internal commitment and
a foundation that is both logical and accessible to employees.
Carrots and sticks are not enough to engage heads and hearts,
while a social purpose can do both, by providing intrinsic
motivation. These intrinsic purpose motivators include a desire
for meaning, connection and joy at work, coupled with the
desire to contribute, develop and achieve.
Social purpose is both a force for, and a response to,
transformation. It motivates people via meaning, not fear,
thus providing a more effective basis for driving successful
transformation. It clarifies the desired long-term outcome,
allowing people to understand the immediate need for change
rather than feeling alienated by imposed changes. Many
business thinkers now believe that the way to lead and motivate
in difficult times is not through fear but by inculcating
in employees and other stakeholders a higher, clearer sense
of their contribution to what the company does, and why and
how they do it — in other words, by giving them a sense of
purpose. At the same time, purpose is also in itself a response
to societal pressures on business to transform, to address global
challenges and to take a longer-term, more comprehensive
approach to growth and value.53
As the rapid pace of change makes it harder to foresee the
future, a social purpose framework that provides meaning and
long-term vision to empower the organization to navigate the
unknown becomes one of the most important strategic levers.62
ENHANCE RESILIENCY
A business with a social purpose enjoys higher levels of trust
and loyalty, making it more resilient when the going gets tough,
and more able to hold on to its customers, employees and
shareholders during the often-painful periods of transition that
may be the new normal in the 21st century economy.5 Having a
social purpose helps with turbulence, allowing the company to
be nimble, flexible and pivot when necessary.
The firms and brands that survive and prosper in the coming
decades will be those based on social purpose ideals,
because in changing times and challenging circumstances,
a brand ideal — social purpose — acts as a beacon.5 It guides
the business and brand along a path of growth and change,
helps to identify opportunities for challenging the status quo,
and sheds light on new and different ways to deliver higher order
benefits in the future.62
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It helps leaders think about systems holistically, rather than by
silo — a habit that suits today’s flatter, more global, more diverse
and more intrapreneurial organizations. It’s an inside-out strategy
rather than outside-in: social purpose companies don’t just look
at where the opportunities are and where they could make a
lot of money as a way to decide where they ought to be. They
decide where they want to be strategically, based on what they
want to do and who they are at the core.

EY’s report on “The State of the Debate on Purpose in Business”
argues that social purpose enhances organizational resiliency and
is the basis for a number of points summarized in this section53.
As their research shows, in the face of continuous transformation,
intense competition and rising expectations, executives
describe purpose as a strategic “North Star,” a guiding light
for short-term decisions and long-term strategy at every level
of an organization. A clearly articulated social purpose moves a
company forward, not just in what they do but how they do it.

HAVING A SOCIAL PURPOSE ENHANCES DECISION-MAKING, PROMOTES RESILIENCE AND
REDUCES STRESS IN EMPLOYEES
North American research of nearly 3,500 adults between
the ages of 32 and 84 found that having purpose in life
is associated with higher scores for memory, executive
functioning, and overall cognition82, while other studies
show that having a stronger sense of purpose promotes
adaptability and resilience to change82, and reduces
stress83. Employees with a purpose also sleep better.84
While these studies focus on “life purpose” this can be
generalizable to “work purpose”.
Other research found that adults in “approach mode”,
pursuing a desirable outcome, demonstrate twice the

creativity as those in “avoidance mode”. Thus, it is
conjectured, that moving toward a social purpose can
generate a positive brain response, including reduced
stress, and increased acceptance of challenge, curiosity
and creativity.85
With this research, preliminary conclusions can be drawn
that employees who feel a sense of purpose from their
work are more likely to be better problems-solvers and
more creative, enhancing organizational decision-making
and fostering personal and company resilience.

A social purpose helps companies navigate the complexity
of the macro societal trends affecting the context in which
business operates. Understanding its social purpose can help
the company traverse this complexity. Answering the question,
what am I here to do — is an adaptive response to this
uncertainty. If the business continues to resonate with
consumers who value its purpose, the company will always
meet a need. Thus, a social purpose enables a managed
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transition to a new system rather than face constant disruption.
The world is changing at an ever-increasing pace. Possessing
a social purpose enhances organizational agility and the
capacity to adapt to the volatile, uncertain, interdependent and
ambiguous macro business environment of today and tomorrow.
It buffers against uncertainty and change by providing business
with a coherent identity and focus.
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W O RKB O O K E X E R C I S E #6
Evaluate Innovation Generation Business Benefit
On a scale of 1-5 to what degree do you believe “Increase Innovation, Enable Business Transformation and Enhance
Resiliency” could be a business driver for social purpose in your organization? (1 is low and 5 is high.) If you chose
4 or 5 write down in a sentence or two why you believe it could be a business driver.
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A CTIO N S T E P
List the business case benefits most relevant to your organization here, based on your review of the above
propositions. (Those which ranked 4 or 5.) Summarize your main points below. Use these to support the business
case for social purpose in your organization.
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A CTIO N S T E P
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